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A VOYAGE OF
UN-DISCOVERY
Deciphering
Horace Walpole's
Hieroglyphic Tales
Laura Baudot

'wnpared to the enduring success of his Gothic novel, The Castle
I of Otranto, Horace Walpole's later fictional experiment entided
Ae Hierogfyphic Tales (1785) has received littie attention from the
general reading public (such as it is) and from people in the field of
eighteenth-cenmry literamre.' This is not too difficult to account for: the
Hierog^hic Tales is in some ways, particularly for literary critics, a
problematic text. Walpole printed only six copies at his own press at
Strawberry Hill, mosdy to circulate among friends. The number of
private jokes embedded in the six tales that make up the work exacer
bates this sense of its being a private exercise, unintelligible to those not

' In his notes to his 1993 edition of Horace Walpole's Hkrogpphic Tales, Robert Mack points
out that "serious and considered responses to the Hierv^j/phic Tales remain scarce." Robert L.
Mack, ed., The Castle of Otranto and Hieroppphk Tales, by Horace Walpole (London: Everyman,
1993), 164. Although there has been some recent interest in Tale V, "Mi O: A Chinese Fairy
Tale," for example by Ros Ballaster, this is still the case today. See Ros Ballaster, Tabulous
Orients: Victions f the Tiast in England, 1662—1785 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005).
Copyright © 2009 AMS Press, Inc.AU lights reserved.
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part of Walpole's coterie, which is already in place from the circum
stances of its publication. But perhaps more effective in discouraging
critical attention than the suspicion of the work's being an elaborate injoke, is, ironically, the very quality most often evoked in praise of the
Hiero^fyphic Tales—^its imaginative richness. Again, somewhat paradoxi
cally, the surreal plots and Walpole's clever, shameless mixing of genres
can lead to the impression of there being little to say about the work
beyond expressing admiration for its unusual fandfulness tinged with
bemusement at its oddity.
This response to the Hiero^fyphic Tales is illustrated by editors of
relatively recent editions. Robert Mack for example, lauds the inventive
nature of Walpole's work, describing how he "plunders not only
romantic narrative to breathe new life into the fictions of his day,
but...also exploits the wildest possibilities of personal anecdote,
epistolary correspondence, fairy tales, classical epics, political histories
and chronicles, oriental tales, travel narratives, and dynastic stories." At
the same time, however, like Kenneth Gross, Mack denies the presence
of a "coherent satiric 'ethic' at work in the tales." For Gross, the
Hierogfyphic Tales is ultimately the fruit of "a rational, if eccentric,
gentleman exploring the range of his imagination." Similarly, for Mack,
what compensates for the lack of a coherent satiric ethic is Walpole's
attempt to "extend the frontiers of fiction." ^
I would like to propose a reading of the Hierogfyphic Tales that, while
not defending the work as a fuUy coherent satke, at the same time does
not take the issue of the imagination so much for granted. Implicit but
ignored in the assessment of Mack and Gross, and what has the
potential to prove the Hieroglyphic Tales of greater significance and wider
interest to readers and critics is the question of what threatens the
literary imagination for Walpole. In what kind of context is Walpole
exploring the range of his imagination? Against what encroaching force
does he wish to extend the frontiers of fiction? The answer to these
questions is impUcit in the very spatial metaphors used by Mack and
Gross: these tales are precisely about what happens when a metaphori
cal sense of writing as the extension of a creative frontier confronts the

^ Mack, The Castk ofOtranto andliiero^pphic Taks, xxvi-xxvii. Kenneth W. Gross, introduction
to Hiem^fypMc Taks, by Horace Walpole, ed. David Stewart Rhodes and others (Los Angeles:
William Andrews ClarkMemorial Library,1982), vii. All subsequent citations from this edition
wiU appear in the text.
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actual expansion of European empire. The liiero^phic Tales, I will argue,
registers and attempts to remedy a sense of fiction's shrinking domain
that, for Walpole, results from the spread of European desires for
knowledge, commerce, and colonial subjects around the globe. With
such a claim I hope to put the Hierogfyphic Tales on the map—both on
our literary-historical map of the period, arguing for its deserving a more
prominent place, and on the map understood literally, by reading the
Hierogpphic Tales as an exploration of the complex relationship between
the literary imagination and voyages of discovery, particularly those
conducted in the 1760s.
Although Walpole drew from a variety of genres and literary
traditions in devising this work, oriental tales and travel literature
dominate. In Tales III and V characters embark on voyages of discov
ery, of sorts. Joseph Banks, the celebrated naturalist who first made his
reputation accompanying Cook on his voyage to Tahiti, makes an
appearance in Tale V. Tale I pays homage to oriental tales with a
substantial rewriting of the immensely po^v^3xA.rab^an Nights''Entertain
ments that incorporates elements of travel narratives: the Scheherazade
figure is in fact the granddaughter of a Dutch merchant seaman.^ The
very presence of Hieroglyphic'm the title gestures, as we shall see, not only
to the riddling nature of these tales, but also to travel and discovery.
Walpole's engagement with voyages of discovery is thrown into
greater perspective by a short satirical piece entitled An Account of the
Giants Tatelj Discovered, which he wrote and published the same year he
began composingthe Hiero^phicTales,\166l^ (He continued composing
the latter work until 1772.) This response to Commodore Byron's
encounter with the giants of Patagonia while conducting his circumnavi
gation reveals the extent to which Walpole is concerned with the effect
of discovery—the mapping of the unknown—on literary creativity. It
also helps situate the Hieroglyphic T<2/er in relation to The Castle ofOtranto.
Th.e. Account of the Giants maxks a crucial shift in Walpole's conception of
the possibilities open to writers of romance in an age increasingly

^ As Ros Ballaster points out, oriental tales and traveler's accounts were often mutually
dependent in the period: 'Travelers bring their knowledge of fictional models to bear in
understanding the new cultures they encounter, while fictional writers weave travelers' tropes
and evidenceinto their materials" (fabuhus Orients, 21). In Walpole's fiction, however, they are
also at odds.
''All further references to An Account of the Giants Lately Discovered^s7SShe3!ohtesna.teA to Account
of the Giants.
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dominated by scientific and global discovery. From considering giants
and the Gothic a source of imaginative liberty and a means of resisting
the trend towards literary realism, as he had in The Castle of Otranto, he
turns to hieroglyphics and what I will call the "negative mode."Walpole
develops, by means of both, a new fictional idiom which simultaneously
conveys the difficulty of telling tales in an age of Enlightenment travel
and offers alternative, Utopian narratives.
In what foUows I wiU first explore this "negative mode" and
consider what negation makes possible for Walpole. This entails
investigating its link to hieroglyphics and their shared involvement in
Walpole's tendency to conceive of the literary imagination in spatial
terms. From here I will trace the relationship between hieroglyphics and
voyages of discovery via the "universal language project" which unites
them. Hieroglyphics will bring us to the Account of the Giants, in which
Walpole first tests the use of hieroglyphics as a response to voyages of
discovery. The Account of the Giants dramatizes the plight of the writer of
romance for whom the giant, once discovered and subjected to
empirical scrutiny, can no longer embody literary sublimity. My goal in
this essay is to argue for the merits of Walpole's late work, thereby
perhaps liberating his reputation from the confines of the Gothic novel.
But beyond this, the Hiengf/phic Tales, especially when read alongside the
Account of the Giants, offers another angle to the story of how writers of
fiction position themselves in relation to Enlightenment discourse,
particularly the notion of scientific progress as an exhaustive cataloguing
of all the things contained in the known and unknown world.
% "Saying Nothing under the Appearance of
Something": Walpole's "Negative Mode" ^
The Reverend William Mason, one of Walpole's many correspondents,
acerbically describes a review of his own work {Secular Ode in Commemora
tion of the Glorious Revolution, 1688) by accusing the critic of failing at a
literary feat that only "a writer of HieroglyphicTalei' could pull off: "And
indeed I know no species of composition so difficult as that is, which
says nothing imder the appearance of something, and a writer of
Hieroglyphic Tales ')s, the only person who can succeed in such a mode of
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writing."^ While the statement captures a very striking, but often
overlooked, aspect of the Hiero^phic Tales, it inaccurately declares this
ability unique to Walpole. By introducing characters only to declare they
do not exist and setting his fictions in places that disappear before the
events take place (some examples of his negative mode), Walpole is
taking part in a literary tradition, of sorts. As Mason's retort neatly
encapsulates, "saying nothing under the appearance of something" is
both a critique leveled at scholars, hacks, moderns, and generally
bankmpt purveyors of inflated prose throughout the eighteenth century,
and a literary performance. The discovery of the satirical and creative
possibilities afforded by "nothing" can be traced, at least, to the Earl of
Rochester's poem "Upon Nothing" and, later, to Jonathan Swift's
gloriously empty .<4 Tale of a Tub. Negation in the eighteenth cenmry not
only feeds the critical and creative imagination, it also becomes a means
of characterizing fiction. For example, the accusation of writing nothing
is part of Henry Fielding's attack on romance writers in the preface to
Book III of Joseph Andrews. While making a case for his own work's
fidelity to nature, he equivocally critiques writers of romance as authors
who, "without any assistance from namre or history, record persons
who never were, or will be, and facts which never did, nor possibly can,
happen."^ Fiction as negation of the tmth is explored in the context of
travel literature by Swift in Book IV of Gulliver's Travels. Gulhver's
circumlocution for the lie, "saying the thing which is not," applies
generally to the entire fictional enterprise of Gulliver's Travels with its
author's bogus claims to be recording an actual voyage. Walpole's
negative mode can best be described as combining these different yet
overlapping ways of saying nothing—^using the negative mode to undo
the work of scholars, explore the literary imagination, and consider the
nature and future of romance in an increasingly empirical age and in a
global context. But also, on a more basic level, inserting forms of
negation in his tales allows Walpole to self-consciously draw attention
to the fact and fate of storytelling.

^ The Reverend William Mason to Lord Harcourt, 20 November 1788, The Yak EStion of
Horace Walpole'sCorrespondence, ed. WUmarth Sheldon Lewis (NewHaven: Yale University Press,
1937—83), 29:333.The short dtle Correspondencewd^ be used for all further references to the Yale
edition.
' Heruy V'it\&ng,Joseph Andrews, ed. Martin C. Battestin (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1961),
158.
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Tale II, "The King and his Three Daughters," opens with an
example of Walpole's negative mode that quite literally embodies the
practice of romance writers as described by Fielding:
There was formerly a king, who had three daughters—that is,
he would have had three, if he had had one more—^but
somehow or other the eldest never was born. She was ex
tremely handsome, had a great deal of wit, and spoke French
in perfection, as all the authors of that age affirm, and yet
none of them pretend that she ever existed. (10)
With the affirmations of "all the authors of that age" regarding the
merits of the eldest princess, Walpole makes strange the nature of
fiction: authors describe characters and give them attributes without
pretending that they actually exist or existed—^in other words, that they
are/were real people. With the unborn-ness of the eldest princess,
Walpole literali^es the nonexistence of all fictional characters.^ The
participation of a nonexistent character forces the reader to be aware of
the conventions of fairy tale and/or romance (the fact that they often
begin with a discussion of a king and his progeny). Returning to
Fielding's description we can investigate what might be at stake in this
clever literalhation of the nonexistence of all characters.
Fielding makes the point that romance is not tme to nature by
devising a kind of ironic language of negated realism. As in Walpole's
opening in which the eldest princess is first announced and only after
that declared un-born, a positive activity (to "record persons" and
"facts") remains in a state of impossible tension with its negated objects:
"who never were"; "which never did nor possibly can happen." Why
make the point that romance is unrealistic in this roundabout way? The
language chosen, in particular "record" and "facts," is the language of
empiricism. By means of such word choice Fielding does not just pit
romance against more realistic fiction. He hints that the strict criteria for
judging the realism of a work or its fidelity to namre are the result of a
culmral turn towards greater precision, or at least toward a greater

' In a letter to Marry Berry, Walpole links the unborn princess to Rochester's poem "Upon
Nothing," offering her as potential bride to the latter's Nothing; '1 could point out a suitable
match for that non-apparent heir. Nothing, in my own Princess Royal who never was bom."
Horace Walpole to Mary Berry, 4 November 1795, Correspondence, 12:174.
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investment in such precision, in historical and scientific accounts of
what constitutes reality. In light of the dominance of such standards of
truth, fiction, particularly romance, gets relegated to the status of the
negatively defined. In an age of empiricism, romance is simply what is
not.
Whether or not Walpole set out to embody Fielding's critique of
romance by recording the lives of nonexistent characters, Fielding's pas
sage is useful in suggesting how the negative mode might function as a
means of reflecting on the nature of romance in an increasingly
empirical age. In Tale I, "A NewArabian Night's Entertainment," a tale
we wiU discuss at greater length later on, the storytelling princess who
occupies the role of Scheherazade in the original Arabian Nights'
Entertainments does not prolong her life by entertaining the emperor with
fantastic tales, but embarks on a historical account of conflicts in the
Catholic Church. Walpole fails to provide the kind of oriental tale the
reader expects from a rewriting of the frame story of the most popular
work of oriental fiction in the eighteenth century. The protestations of
the eunuch attending the emperor illuminate the failure of the princess
and the author to deliver the expected content: "Madame, said the
eunuch, his sublime highness, whose erudition passes the sands of the
sea, is too weU acquainted with aU human sciences to require informa
tion. It is therefore that his exalted wisdom prefers accounts of what
never happened, to any relation either in history or divinity" (8). The
oriental tale, a genre like romance that does not follow or record nature
in a strict way, is defined here in the negative as "accounts of what never
happened." It is not just negatively defined, but is so in relation to the
human sciences.The sciences further interfere in the telling of Tale I by
participating in the disappearance of its setting. We learn in the first
passage of the tale that the kingdom of "Larbidel" no longer exists by
the time the story begins:
At the foot of the great mountain Hirgonquu was anciently
simated the kingdom of Larbidel. Geographers, who are not
apt to make such just comparisons, said it resembled a
football just going to be kicked away: and so it happened; for
the mountain kicked the kingdom into the ocean, and it has
never been heard of since. (1)
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As if by the force of their metaphor, geographers, whose job it is to put
places on the map, seem to be responsible for Larbidel's disappearance.
Introducing geographers to a fictional kingdom causes it to disappear,
not only because Larbidel does not exist, but also because they have
located it; the location of kingdoms by geographers amounts to their
loss as places to be imagined.
This language of negation speaks in these examples to the
impossibility of literary genres that defy realism, such as romance and
the oriental tale, in an age dominated by the sciences. But negation for
Walpole does more than register this impediment to telling tales. It also
provides a means of subverting knowledge and eventually enlarging
fiction's domain. In the creation of negative territories populated by
nonexistent beings, Walpole pirates the empirical. In a letter to Lady
Ossory, he elaborates a theory of negation and nonsense that clearly
indicates its use as a form of resistance to the dominance of knowledge
and facts. This theory of negation also reveals what the stakes are for
Walpole in this contest between the learned and scientific pursuits of
knowledge and the literary imagination—space. As its title suggests,
"The Spectator / No. none, / written by Nobody," the letter itself is an
attempt to write about nothing, parasiticaUy emptying the content of the
periodical The Spectator, one of the eighteenth century's most celebrated
purveyors of material for the reading public.^ Invoking a thought
experiment for proving the infinity of the universe, Walpole argues for
the fertility of nonsense:
What did a wise man ever learn that did not excite a thirst in
him of knowing more? He finds all his knowledge bounded:
and can he then be satisfied, when, the impediments them
selves prove there is something still beyond? As he cannot
advance, were it not the best way to go backwards? Nonsense
is unlimited; and the capital defect of all philosophers past
and present, is, that they have not pursued their researches far
enough.'
The Latin poet Lucretius, in his poetic rendering of Epicurean philoso
phy, argues for infinite space by asking the reader to imagine a man
' Horace Walpole to Lady Ossory, 19 January 1772, Correspondence, 32:78.
' Walpole, Correspondence, 32:83.
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placed at the edge of the universe: "Suppose a man on the extreamest
part, / Suppose him stand, and strive to throw a Dart: / The Dart
would forward fly, or hindered stay." As Lucretius goes on to explain,
either result proves there is something beyond the "extreamest part."'°
Similarly, for Walpole "impediments themselves prove there is
something stiU beyond." Walpole's passage blends this proof of an
infinite universe with a recurring trope for philosophical sublimity—
Lucretius' praise of Epicurus' intellect: "His vigorous and active Mind
was hurl'd / Beyond the flaming limits of
World / Into the mighty
Space, and there did see / How Things begin, what can, what cannot
be."^^ In Walpole's version, the triumphant pursuit of knowledge is
reversed: intellectual ambitions become a way of making nonsense. This
"unlimited" nonsense in turn offers access to a sense of boundlessness.
Going backwards, from sense to nonsense, and thus undoing the
work of the learned, is the strategy adopted by Walpole in the Hiervgl)phic Tales to dramatize the relationship between telling tales and
voyages of discovery. This is obliquely announced in the mock-scholarly
prefatory account of the origin of the Hieroglyphic Tales:
The Hieroglyphic Tales were undoubtedly written a little before
the creation of the world, and have ever since been preserved,
by oral tradition, in the mountains of Crampcraggiri, an
uninhabited island, not yet discovered. Of these few facts we
could have the most authentic attestation of several clergy
men, who remember to have heard them repeated by old men
long before they, the said clergymen, were born, (vi)
The placement of negations in this passage performs the larger strategy
of nonsense as agoing backwards, retreating from the knowledge gained
by scholars and travel. Statements begin with facts about persons, times,
and places only to be annulled by what follows: the Tales are "undoubt
edly written" before being banished to the nothingness that presided "a
little before the creation of the world"; they are preserved by "oral
tradition" in a place revealed to be an "uninhabited island." In thus
mockingly undoing the work of scholars ("learned clergymen"), Walpole

Thomas Creech, Titus hucreiius Cams His Six Books of Epicurean Philosopiy, Done into English
Verse with Notes (London, 1683), 30.
" Creech, Titus LucretiusCams, 4.
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reverses the standard model of creation. Rather than producing
something from nothing, he makes nothing of something. The purpose
of using the work of scholars to invent a form of negative creation,
uncreating rather than creating, is to arrive precisely where he lands at
the end of this line, the "not yet discovered." This "not yet discovered"
announces the author's discovery of a new mode of writing. It also
declares that the writing and preservation of tale telling is linked to
undoing the work of discovery and the narratives they generate, narra
tives filled with "facts" about discovered places.
The name given to the fictional provenance of the Ta/es,
"Crampcraggiri," hints at the fate of space in the empirical narratives
that voyages of discovery generate. "Crag" echoes the mountainous
provenance of the Tales. The shoving together of cramp and crag to
form the fictional location performs the loss of space that is the subtext
of this passage. It verbally embodies the cramped, suggesting the
necessity of space for telling tales. The use of negation to gain a sense
of unlimited space coincides with Walpole's theorization of imaginative
freedom in spatial terms in Tbe Castle of Otranto. Deploring the turn
towards realism in the new romance (what we now call the novel),
Walpole complains that "nature has everywhere cramped imagination."
In defying realism with elements of the supernatural he is "leaving the
powers of fancy at liberty to expatiate through the boundless realms of
invention."^^
By means of the negative mode, Walpole develops a self-reflexive
fictional style that cleverly confesses the veritable nonexistence of all
things fictional, speaks to the impossibility of telling tales in an age of
enlightenment-driven voyages of discovery, and begins to chart a new
space of imaginative freedom. But the use of the negative mode in the
recovery of imaginative space claimed by voyages of discovery, as well
as its ability to negotiate the tension between the literary imagination
and the growing dominance of the scientific world view, requires its
alliance with another kind of negated language—^hieroglyphics.

Horace Walpole, The Castle of Otranto and the Mysterious Mother, ed. Frederick S. Frank
(Peterborough: Broadview Press, 2003), 55.
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^ Lost Languages: Hieroglyphics and the
Universal Language Project ^
To the court of the king of Tale III, the King whose eldest daughter
"somehow or other never was born," comes a very exotic visitor—the
Egyptian Prince Quifferiquimini. Like theeldest princess his ontological
stams is equivocal: although he was born, he visits the court and enters
the story when already dead. For a corpse he is enormously popular,
both with the princesses and the entire court. AH three princesses vie for
his affections, yet he chooses to lavish them on the eldest, most accom
plished, and equally nonexistent daughter. The eldest princess's and
Quifferiquimini's plans to marry are thwarted by the Pope, however,
who considers the couple "related within the forbidden degrees; a
woman that never was, and a man that had been, being deemed first
cousins in the eye of canon law" (15).
The attempted marriage of the unborn princess and dead prince
symbolizes the union of the negative modewith hieroglyphics—^indeed,
the revelation of co-sanguinity increases their bond from one of
marriage to one of kinship. While the fictional characters share related
forms of nonexistence (as indicated by the very slight variations of past
tense between a "never was" and a "had been"), they are also both
elements in a language that fails to refer to real things. The princess only
exists in the words that claim she does not exist—there is no pretence
of a real princess somewhere out there being described in this story. In
this way she embodies the failure of romance, as charged by Fielding
and others throughout the eighteenth century, to represent nature.
Hieroglyphics are a non-referential language because at the time
Walpole composed his work they had yet to be decoded by means of
the Rosetta Stone.
The indecipherability of hieroglyphics is an important aspect of
Prince Quifferiquirnini's influence at court. Along with wearing rouge
in order to look more cadaverous, the fashionable, under the influence
of Quifferiqioirnini, have their clothes "embroidered with hieroglyphics,
and all the ugly characters they could gather from Egyptian antiquities,
with which they were forced to be contented, it being impossible to
learn a language that is lost" (13). The launching of a fashion which
centers upon an ancient character seems a tongue-in-cheek reference to
Walpole's own participation, if not principal role, in plundering the past
for a new aesthetic—the Gothic. With Quifferiquimini, Walpole is
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exploring, however facetiously, the possibility of a new literary trend
inspired by hieroglyphics, an undeciphered language. The helplessness
of the fashionable before the inscrutability of hieroglyphics and the
enthusiasm for a language that could not be understood are reminiscent
of the status of hieroglyphics in learned and scientific communities of
the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. In fact, I would argue,
the kind of interest Egyptian hieroglyphics inspired in such communi
ties is cmcial for understanding precisely how and why Walpole em
braces a character so emblematic of the undecipherable.
While hieroglyphics were symbolic of the encoding of secret
wisdom and information, they were a source of fascination for a reason
at odds with their hermeticism: they were thought to contain the key to
the construction of a universal language, or less ambitiously, character.
As Robert StiUman explains, their promise resided in their seemingly
ideographic nature, as "symbols pointing not to names but (it was
thought) to the tme meaning and essence of things.For Bishop
Warburton, one of the most influential "learned divines" of the
eighteenth century and a figure who will prove cmcial in our discussion
of Walpole's use of hieroglyphics, "what tmly denotes a writing to be
hierarchical or not hierarchical is, that its marks are signs for things; or
signs for mrds....li they be signs for things, they can be nothing but
hieroglyphics (this circumstance making the essential nature of the
egyptian)."^'' The longing within the scientific community to establish
such a thing-based universal language reflects the project of linguistic
reform so central to the development of the new science. Beginning
with Francis Bacon, the emerging scientific community sought to estab
lish a mode of discourse in which words would point unambiguously to
things. Such referential clarity would do away with the instability of
metaphor and other rhetorical devices guilty of what David Porter
describes as a "disorderly reproduction of meaning."^^ But the desire for
a universal language was also fanned by travel and exploration; it would
facilitate commxinication with discovered peoples and thus the gathering
of information about distant places. In Mercu^, ar the Secret and Smp
Robert E. StiUman, The New miosophy and Universalhanguages in Seventemth-Centurf England:
Bacon, Hohbes, Wilkins (Lewisburg: Bucknell University Press, 1995), 108.
" William Warburton, The Divine Ligation of Moses, vol. 2, part 1, book 4 (London: printed for
A. Millar and J. and R. Tonson, 1758), 88.
" David Porter, Ideographia: The Chinese Cipher in Early Modem Europe (Stanford: Stanford
University Press, 2001), 26.
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Messenger, ]6h.n Wilkins, one of the most ambitious universal language
planners, mentions not only the effect it would have on the balance
between the study of words and of things, but also the ability it would
grant foreign nations to communicate:
But now if there were such a Universal Character to express
Things and Notions, as might be legible to aU People and
Countries, so that Men of several Nations might with the
same ease both write and read it, this Invention would be a far
greater Advantage in this Particular, and mightily conduce to
the spreading and promoting of all Arts and Sciences: Because
that great part of our Time which is now required to the
Learning of Words, might then be employed in the Study of
Things. Nay, the Confusion at Babel might this Way have
been remedied, if every one could have expressed his own
meaning by the same kind of Character.^'^
In his eponymous entryin theUngclopedie, Diderot articulates the desire
for a universal language in terms which explicitly Unk the spreading of
arts and sciences to a collapse of the distances of space and time:
A common idiom alone would make it possible to establish
a correspondence linking aU parts of humanity, joining them
against Nature against whom we must always violendy
stmggle. Once such an idiom was accepted and established,
all notions would become permanent; the distance separating
times disappears, places come together; links are formed
between all the inhabited points of space and time, and aU
living and thinking beings communicate.'^
This privileging of word over thing and the shrinking of space and time
longed for by universal language enthusiasts like Wilkins and Diderot is
a threat to literary creativity, at least as Walpole conceives of it. Hiero-

" John Wilkins, Mercuty: Or the Secret and Swifi Messenger (1641), 1707 edition reprinted in
Foundations of Semiotics, vo\. 6 (Amsterdam:John Benjamins, 1984), 56.
" Denis Diderot and Jean Le Rond d'Alembert, Engclopedie, ou dictionnaire raisonne des sciences,
des arts et des metiers, 17 vols. (Paris, 1751-72), 5:8. Quoted and translated in Daniel Brewer,
"Lights in Space," Eighteenth-Centuy Studies 37 (2004): 171—86.
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glyphics' resistance to the onslaught of scholars, their indecipherabihty,
becomes a means for Walpole of countering what he considered the
decoding of hieroglyphics to portend: a loss of linguistic diversity and
richness and the, perhaps paradoxical, shrinking of the globe which
woitid result from European expansion. In aligning hieroglyphics with
the negative mode, Walpole neatly defeats the scientific ambition for
which they were so central—^the reduction of word to thing—^inserting
forms of "nothing" (a word whose sense relies precisely on the absence
of a signified thing) between the two.
Walpole quite literally lays waste to the universal language project
in Tale III, "The Dice Box." After the death of her father, the heroine,
Pissimissi, sets off on a voyage of discovery in a pistachio-nut carriage
drawn by an elephant and a ladybird, a juxtaposition of scale reminiscent
of Gulliver's Travels. Pissimissi and her unconventional equipage run into
several difficulties. Most disastrously, the elephant inadvertently stifles
seventeen thousand husbands held captive in a chimney by an evil
enchantress when he gets his foot caught in the vent. This leads, by a
series of surreal mishaps, to the elephant's sucking up all the medicines
in an apothecary shop and subsequently drowning the Tower of Babel
in his plentiful "evacuations" (20). The Tower of Babel—^the biblical
symbol of linguistic confusion—appears with great frequency in the
writings of those who espouse the cause of a universal language,
including the passage from Wilkins's work, cited above.'® In Swiftian
satirical fashion, Walpole uses the excremental to express his contempt
for scientific and philosophical schemes. The fate of theTower of Babel
in this tale draws attention to other ways in which Walpole engages with
the goals underlying the universal language project, particularly the
privileging of word over thing and the universal spread of knowledge by
that means.
As Kenneth Gross points out, Pissimissi's name rings with
Mississippi and thus "gesture[s] toward the wonders of a distant world"
(vii). (In sound and associations it also perfectly embodies the strange
tone of the Hierogfyphic Tales—a mixture of the cute, the obscene, and
the exotic.) However much her name may evoke the "wonders of a

"As RobertMarkley explains, "For seventeenth-century linguistic reformers, the antithesisof
what Sprat calls 'tnathematicall plainness' is the confusion and noise symbolized by the Tower
of Babel." Fallen Languages: Crisis of Representation in Newtonian England, 1660-1740 (Ithaca:
Cornell University Press, 1993), 69.
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distant world," her travels threaten that very notion. Bom of her
"impatience to see the world," Pissimissi's journey is in fact a massive
shopping spree; her curiosity is expressed in acquisitiveness:
Pissimissi bought every thing she sawwherever she came; and
all was crowded into the car and stuffed into the seat. She had
purchased ninety-two dolls, seventeen baby-houses, six cart
loads of sugar plumbs, a thousand ells of gingerbread, eight
dancing dogs, a bear and a monkey, four toy-shops and all
their contents, and seven dozen of bibs and aprons of the
newest fashion. (21)
Despite the childishness of the stuff she buys, Walpole refers to it later
in the story as "cargo," suggesting a response to the often commercial
ends of voyages of discovery. Furthermore, emphasis on the crowding
of smff into her cart su^ests the shrinking of space that such a
consumerist approach to travel engenders. After crossing Mount
Caucasus, which was "was considered in eighteenth-century tales of
fantasy...to be the boundary of the 'habitable world,'" and being
swallowed by a hummingbird, Pissimissi and her "immense cargo" end
up in the court of King Solomon.^' In going beyond the known into an
unknown world and arriving at the court of King Solomon, Pissimissi's
cargo undergoes a crucial transformation. Rather than functioning as a
universal language with which to communicate with Solomon, the
things in her cart, as we wiU see, are converted into a literary language.
King Solomon's proverbial wisdom figures in Walpole's appropria
tion of the biblical figure as a penchant for scientific pursuits. Solomon,
who is "wisdom itself and so well "understood natural philosophy that
it was a charm to hear him discourse of those matters...was actually
making a collection of dried beasts and birds in twelve thousand
volumes of the best fool's cap paper" (22). In Solomon's approach to
natural philosophy, the thing itself is substimted for the verbal descrip
tion. It therefore conforms to Wilkins's goals of reducing time spent on
words and of being universally legible. The manner of Pissimissi's
arrival at court upsets both Solomon's scientific project and Pissimissi's
global shopping ventures. The effect of this upset is evident in the

' Mack, The Castk of Otranto and Hiero^fyphic Tales, 151n.
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description of what Solomon sees when extracting Pissimissi from the
throat of the hummingbird by means of a toothpick fashioned from
"the only unicom's horn he ever saw":
he stuck it into the elephant's snout, and began to draw it out:
but aU his philosophy was confounded when jammed between
the elephant's legs he perceived the head of a beautiful girl,
and between her legs a baby-house, which with the wings
extended thirty feet, out of the windows of which rained a
torrent of sugar-plumbs, that had been placed there to make
room. Then followed the bear, who had been pressed to the
bales of gingerbread and was covered aU over with it, and
looked but uncouthly; and the monkey with a doU in every
paw, and his pouches so crammed with sugar plumbs that
they hung on each side of him, and trailed on the ground
behind like the duchess of ********'5 beautiful breasts. (23)
Unlike the crowding and stuffing that results from what Pissimissi sees
on her journey, in Walpole's description of what Solomon observes
things have been "placed there to make room." In pulling the contents
out, Solomon wimesses m\altiple births. The room that is made by
placing things within things is linked to creativity in the suggestive
placement of the baby-house, mini-emblem of domesticity, between
Pissimissi's legs. A more monstrous birthing image, fully in violation of
scientific laws, completes the task of defeating Solomon's naturalhistorical inclinations: "but all his philosophy was confounded when
jammed between the elephant's legs he perceived the head of a beautiful
girl"
Pissimissi's arrival does not only confound Solomon's philosophy.
It also inspires him to embark on a very different kind of project than
a collection of dried beasts and birds in fool's cap paper, one in which
things inspire words—the Song of Solomon. The transformation of things
into words leads to a poem of notoriously indeterminate meaning and
richly figurative language, a nightmare for language projectors: "he
immediately began the song of songs extempore; and what he had
seen—^I mean, all that came out of the hummingbird's throat had made
such a jumble in his ideas, that there was nothing to which he did not
compare aU of Pissimissi's beauties" (23). The placement of "nothing"
in the line "there was nothing to which he did not compare all of
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Pissimissi's beauties," opens up endless figurative possibilities. Rather
than words becoming things, "nothing" intervenes in order to make
"things" serve the poetic fervor Solomon experiences at the sight of
Pissimissi.
Walpole's use of hieroglyphics to evoke the failure of the universal
language project, and the ability of the latter fact to turn scientific and
commercial ventures to literary ends, can be traced to his satirical
response to news of Commodore Byron's discovery of giants in Pata.^oma, An Account of the GiantslMtelj Discovered (1766). The cooperation
of the negative mode and hieroglyphics in the rewriting of voyages of
discovery, particularly their combined ability to confound theinterest of
the learned and scientific communities in discovered peoples and places,
is evident in Walpole's satirical reenactment of Byron's encounter with
the Patagonian giants.
^ Hieroglyphics on the Patagonian Shore
In July 1766, Walpole wrote and published his parody of newspaper
reports of Commodore Byron's "discovery" of Giants in Patagonia,
Account of the Giants iMtely Discovered. The actual discovery was described
by Byron in a letter to the Earl of Egmont, sent in 1765, as a brief
meeting hamstmng by the inability of the Patagonians and Byron to
communicate with each other. As Helen Wallis explains, the informa
tion about Byron's contribution to the legend of the Patagonians was
not leaked until one year after this letter reached the Earl of Egmont.^"
This mysterious year-long silence, as well as the paucity of information,
left Walpole plenty of room for speculating, both on the encounter and
on the future of the giants after discovery. In the absence of real
information, Walpole's narrator offers negated hypotheticals, detailing
what probably did not happen. Hieroglyphics are at the heart of these
as he elaborates on the failure of the giants to make themselves
understood by Byron:

^ "The admiralty kept this remarkable information for itself. It was not imtil Byron's return
in May 1766 that the sensational news of Byron's giants became the talk of Europe." Helen
Wallis, "The Patagonian Giants," appendix 3, in Byron'sJournal ofhis Circumnavigation, 1764—66,
ed. Robert E. Gallagher (Cambridge; Cambridge University Press, 1964), 186.
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They replied in the Giant-tongue, which I am told a very
reverend Critic, upon the strength of one Syllable which the
Captain remembered, affirms is plainly Phoenician. The
Captain not being Master of that exceedingly useful and
obsolete Language, had the Misfortune of not comprehending
a word they said. Had he been a deep Scholar, he would
undoubtedly have had recourse to Hieroglyphics, which the
Learned tell us was the first way of conveying Instruction: But
I must beg leave to observe that it was very lucky the Captain
had not so much Emdition. I do not know whether he can
draw or not, but most probably if he can, he had not his
Implements with him. At most perhaps a Black-Lead Pencil,
or a Pen and Ink, and the Cover of a Letter. He could not
with such Tools have asked many Questions; and as the
Giants are probably not better Painters than the Egyptians, he
would have understood their Answers as little as the Learned
do the Figures on Obelisks.^'

The "Black-Lead Pencil, or a Pen and Ink, and the Cover of a Letter,"
alludes to the origin of the report—Byron's letter to the Earl of Egmont
sent in 1765. The news of the discovery is thus recovered in a system of
writing, which, as this passage makes clear, has not been decoded. What
Walpole is doing, quite literally, is overwriting a voyage of discovery
with a tale of scholarly failure. Because of their link to the universal
language project, the failure to decode hieroglyphics did not just mean
scholars could not read obeUsks, but that Europeans, like Byron, could
not communicate with natives such as the Patagonian giants. This
breakdown of communication gets juxtaposed with mockery directed
at "deep scholars." The travel narrative veers off in the direction of a
satire on learning as Walpole pirates the work of scholars, particularly
that of one "reverend critic"—^Bishop William Warburton—^in order to
set travel narratives adrift.
Bishop Warburton, author of the massive Divine Ijegation of Moses
Demonstrated, and an influential literary critic and learned divine of the
mid- to late eighteenth century, was certainly not the only "reverend

Horace Walpole, An Account of the Giants Late/)i Discovered: In a Letter to a Friend in the Country
(London, 1766), 6-8, in Eighteenth Century Collections Online, Gale Group, http://galenet.
galegroup.com/ servlet/ECCO. All subsequent references will appear in the text.
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critic" to write about hieroglyphics. For Walpole, however, he is a figure
of particular fascination. In the same letter to Lady Ossory in which
Walpole signs himself "Nobody" and describes the limitless possibilities
of nonsense, he critiques Warburton's Divine Legafion, summarizing the
latter's approach to the issue of providence as a doctrine that
according to Bishop Warburton, was never known to the man
[Moses] who preached it; or, which is the same thing, was
never preached by the man who knew it, except by his never
mentioning it—a pretended new method of induction, but
though set forth in five ample volumes, by that learned
prelate, solely and singly built on that great aphorism. Silence
gives consent; a kind of demonstration by which anything
may be proved to be in a book from its not being there.^^
Walpole implies an ironic connection between the main argument,
based on the silence of Moses, and the amount of writing this silence
can generate (five ample volumes). His way of describing the emptiness
of a learned work communicates the degree to which scholarly folly was
productive for Walpole of rich paradox: "never known to the man who
preached it, never preached by the man who knew it, except by his
never mentioning it." The result of Warburton's method whereby
"anything may be proved to be in a book by its not being there" is a
work's ability to contain unlimited meaning: Warburton is not just an
object of satire but a source of inspiration.
Even in thus pillorying his work, Walpole seems to have borrowed
from Warburton's own methods' of discrediting the work done on
hieroglyphics by his august predecessor, Athanasius Kircher. In the
following portrayal of the vain efforts of the venerable scholar,
Warburton presents the study of the ancient past in spatial terms,
comparing a discoverer of an ancient culture to a discoverer of an
unknown world. In drawing an analogy from the learned community's
attempt to decipher hieroglyphics in his report of Byron's encounter
with the natives of Patagonia ("he would have understood their
Answers as little as the learned do the Figures of Obelisks"), Walpole
suggestively inverts Warburton's analogy. Warburton's way of discredit^ Walpole, Correspondence, 32:80. Also cited in Melvyn New, "Sterne, Warburton and the
Burden oiBcssdoetrntWiC Eighteenth-Centuiy Studies 15 (1982): 256.
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ing his predecessor advertises the advantages of hieroglyphics as signifiers of scholarly failure and as a means of turning a voyage of discovery
into a Utopian mission:
And here KIRCHER'S visionary labours on this subject
might have been pitied, had he discovered in any of his
voluminous writings on the Hieroglyphics, the least regard to
tmth or probability. This learned person had collected a fact
from antiquity, which the notoriety of it will not suffer us to
call in question, namely, that the old Egyptians committed their
profound and secret msdom to the seal of hiero^phics. Egyptian
wisdom was a matter of moment. But the learned Jesuit did
not duly consider, whether any of the vehicles of that wisdom
were yet in being; much less did he reflect that the same
antiquity which tells us they had much profound wisdom, tells
us likewise, that it was all collected in their sacerdotal books,
books long since lost; and that the ancient monuments of
stone still remaining, were records of another namre. How
ever, inflamed with the glory of a discoverer, he launched out
on this visionary pursuit; guided only by some late Greek
writings, in conjunction with the earliest Egyptian hieroglyph
ics. The Greek writings indeed pretended (tho' very falsely) to
ancient Egyptian wisdom; but these hieroglyphics constantly
disclaimed it: by this direction he steered at large: and it is
pleasant to see him labouring thro' half a dozen folios with
the writings of late Greek Platonists, and the forged books of
Hermes, which contain a philosophy, not Egyptian, to explain
and illustrate old monuments, not philosophical.^^
By assessing the work of his predecessor against standards of "truth and
probability," Warburton frames his critique in terms often and increas
ingly appUed in the eighteenth century to works of fiction. (Warburton,
as "the reigning monarch of EngUsh letters during the middle years of
the eighteenth cenmry" would often be in a position to make such
assessments about literary works.)^'* Kircher's violations of tmth and
probability eventually lead, in Warburton's dramatization of failure, to
Warburton, Dime Legation, 126-27.
^ New, "Sterne, Warburton, and the Burden of Exuberant Wit," 246.
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his being "steered at large," treacherously guided by fraudulent
texts—the worlds he might have discovered spared by the visionary
nature of his quest.
It was precisely this expectation that fiction mamfest a certain
regard for truth and probability that Walpole condemns as cramping the
imagination in his second preface to Otranto. Furthermore, the way
Warburton frames his attack, his rhetorical means of revealing Kircher's
violation of a kind of scholarly realism, is intriguingly similar to Walpole's hieroglyphic method. As I have argued, the most hieroglyphical
aspect of Walpole's work is the literal nonsense achieved through a
paradoxical coupling of positive and negative statements, of something
and nothing. In lieu of decoding this ancient sign system, Kircher, as
portrayed by Warburton, generates paradoxical ways of describing
failure. Kircher first goes astray in not duly considering whether the
"vehicles of that [ancient Egyptian] wisdom were yet in being." In
elaborating on his failure, Warburton employs a method of first
presenting what Kircher sought or believed to be in existence, only to
retract and negate it: "the profound wisdom" for example "was all
collected in their sacerdotal books, books long since lost; and...the
ancient monuments of stone still remaining, were records of another
nature." He concludes the passage with a more pithily ironic version of
the same strateg)^ "which contain a philosophy" is sharply negated and
rendered useless by the succeeding "not Egyptian"; the "old monu
ments" are toppled by the "not philosophical" that follows. The
ambitions of the "discoverer" are rhetorically thwarted by Warburton
throughout this passage by a crushing use of paradox and negation.
In the preface to the Hierogfyphic Tales, the fictional editor and
publisher indicates that there is some debate about the original
authorship of the work. Again, as in the passage describing the origin of
the work in "Crampcraggiri," Walpole performs a mockery of scholarly
controversy. The debate over authorship echoes aspects of thelinguistic
encounter between Byron and the Giants and centers on the key figure
in Warburton's dismissal of Kircher's work, Hermes Trismegistus—the
forger who leads Kircher astra)^
Others give them [the Hierogfyphic Tales\ to Quat's nurse, and
a few to Hermes Trismegisms, though there is a passage in
the latter's treatise on the Harpsichord which directly contra
dicts the account of the first volcano in the 114th of the
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Hiero^phic Tales. As Trismegistus's work is lost, it is impossi
ble to decide now whether the discordance mentioned is so
positive as has been asserted by many learned men, who only
guess at the opinion of Hermes from other passages in his
writings, and who indeed are not sure whether he was
speaking of volcanoes or cheesecakes, for he drew so ill, that
his hieroglyphics may often be taken for the most opposite
things in nature; and as there is no subject he has not treated,
it is not precisely known what he was discussing in any one of
them, (vii)

The author of these ill-drawn, radically uncertain hieroglyphics, Hermes
Trismegistus, acquired a reputation in the early modern period for
forgery.^^ He was often referred to as Mercurius, or Mercury, the Latin
translation of the Greek name for the Egyptian god Thoth, "on which
name," Warburton explains, "aU the invention of the various kinds of
writing were very liberally bestowed."^ Similar to his ploy in the first
preface to The Castle ofOtranto, Walpole assumes the persona of a fraud.
El shifting from the forger of a Gothic text to a pretender of Egyptian
wisdom and a figure linked to the invention of writing, Walpole
experiments with a new kind of prose.^^
The result of Hermes Trismegistus drawing "so ill" is a radical
interpretive freedom: the reader can make anything of an}^thing. Rather
than the ideal linking of word and thing which the decoding of
hieroglyphics was thought to portend, in Walpole's Tales the sign may
be taken for "the most opposite things in nature"—not one thing, but
any thing and its opposite. The expression describing Trismegisms's
exhaustive tales, "there is no subject he has not treated," uses the
negatives "no" and "not" in order to make a case for the fullness of
these tales. The encyclopedic range of the work, its universalism, is not

For an account of Hermes Trismegistus's career in the early modem period, see Anthony
Grafton, "Protestant versus Prophet: Isaac Casaubon on Hermes Tlnsmepstas" Journalof the
WarhurgandCourtauldInstitutes A(> (1983): 78-93.
Warburton, Divine Legation, 75.
^ It is worth pointing out that Trismegistus plays an important role in Laurence Sterne's self
consciously original literary experiment, Tristram Shandy. Trismegistus is the name Walter
Shandy wished for his son. But Betty the chamber maid, in carrying the name to the priest
baptizing the child, misremembers and drops several syllables, jeaving him with the name
"Tristram."
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only expressed in litotic fashion but is undercut by a radical textual
ambiguity: "it is not precisely known what he was discussing in any of
them." As imknowable texts, there is nothing they cannot be thought
to include. This negative encyclopedic quality, an inexhaustibility born
of lack of knowledge, becomes for Walpole the best way to counter the
drive to gain exhaustive knowledge of the world.
The Utopian voyage Warburton forces his predecessor and rival,
Kircher, to embark on is similar to the hopeless mission imposed upon
Joseph Banks, in Tale V, "Mi li: A Chinese Fairy Tale." Banks enters
the tale as potential "conductor" for the hero. Mi Li, who travels the
globe in search of his destined bride: "He [Mi Li] determined to begin
his second search, and being told by the lord lieutenant that there was
in England a Mr. Banks, who was going all over the world in search of
he did not know what, his highness thought he could not have a better
conductor, and sailed for England" (38). An endnote provided by the
author identifies Banks as "[t]he gentleman who discovered Otaheite,
in company with Dr. Solander" (44). By thus attributing the discovery
to Banks and Solander, despite their being only naturalists on board
Cook's ship the Endeavour, Walpole illustrates a phenomenon pointed
to by O. H. K. Spate: "[the voyage] was often regarded as Banks' and
Solander's and for some time remained so on the Continent, pardy
because of Banks' scientific reputation."^® This reputation was made by
the staggering number of plant and animal specimens Banks collected
during the voyage. In a letter to the Reverend William Cole, Walpole
makes very clear that he attributes not only the discovery of Tahiti to
Banks and Solander, but also the subsequent fate of the Tahitians:
"How I abominate Mr. Banks and Dr. Solander who routed the poor
Otaheitians out of the center of the Ocean, and carried our abominable
passions amongst them! Not even that poor litde speck could escape
European restiessness!"^'
This attribution of the discovery of Tahiti to European restiessness
seems to underlie Walpole's ironic transformation of Banks, shrewd
specimen collector, into Mi Li's hapless conductor, "who was going all
over the world in search of he did not know what." The identity of the

^ Oskar Hermann Khiistian Spate, "Seamen and Scientists; The Literature of the Pacific,
1697-1798," in Nature in its Greatest'Extent: Western Science in the Pac^c, ed. Roy MacLeod and
Philip F. Rehbock (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1988), 18.
^ Horace Walpole to the Reverend William Cole, 15 June 1780, Correspondence, 2:225.
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"he" in this line describing Banks is ambiguous: does it refer to the lord
lieutenant or to Banks himself? Through the lack of a clear referent for
"he," Walpole leaves wide open the possibility that Banks, this shrewd
collector of thousands of specimens, does not know what he seeks. This
both recasts Banks's scientific missions as wayward Utopian venmres
and points to an actual emptiness at the heart of the European restless
desire to gain more and know more. In the same line, Walpole also
defers the placement of the negation, waiting until after the search is
presented to annul its content. The expectation that "in search of" wiU
be followed by an object rather than a "he did not know what,"
syntactically simulates a cultural deception whereby the enlightenment
gathering of specimens is assumed to have purpose and meaning.
Jonathan Lamb complicates the post-colonial narrative about the
scientific voyages to the South Seas in the 1760s and into the early
nineteenth century as cmcial instruments in an imperial agenda in ways
very similar to Walpole's method of deconstructing them. He notes the
persistence of negative modes of speech in travel narratives both
imaginary and real.^° As Lamb points out, the voyages of discovery in
the South Seas, the first of which became synonymous with Banks, had
an inherently "utopian logic":
Despite the strongly "enlightenment" profile given to Cook's
three voyages, there is an ulterior Utopian logic to all of them,
insofar as they concern the discovery of nonentities. The first
and second proved that the Great Southern Continent (aka
the terra incognita) did not exist.''
A more traditional postcolonial reading of Banks is offered by Tim
Fulford and Debbie Lee, who portray him as "the imseen hand, the
shadowy impresario of Britain's colonial expansion in the era before the
state had created a governmental machine to administer the empire."
They offer an image of a Banks very much aware of what he was in
search of,"a shrewd scientific entrepreneur" masterminding voyages of

^"Jonathan Lamb, 'PmervingtheSelfin the SouthSeas, 1680-1840 (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 2001).
Jonathan Latnb, Vanessa Smith, and Nicholas Thomas, eds.. Exploration and Exchange: A
South Seas Anthohg/, 1680-1900 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2000), 7.
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discovery for personal and nationalglory and gain.^^ Walpole's approach
to voyages of discovery and to Banks justifies both accounts—^he uses
the strategies of negation Lamb identifies in order to deconstmct the
imperial and colonial agenda which he seems to suspect was comphcit
in the scientific missions.
The imperialism of English voyages of discovery is an important
element of Tale V, not only tiirough reference to Joseph Banks but also
in the object of Mi Li's travels—^his future bride. His destined bride, as
predicted in a dream, is the daughter of a man who "had lost the
dominions which never had been his dominions." In unlocking this
paradox, colonial expansion provides the key. Mi Li leams that his
destined bride is "Miss Caroline Campbell, daughter of Lord WilUam
Campbell, his majesty's late governor of Carolina" (43). Through
paradox ("lost the dominions which had never been his dominions")
Walpole exposes the false logic of colonial rule. Instead of traveling with
Banks, his hero unites himself with the symbol of the undoing of
colonial expansion.
In the last section of this essay I wiU complicate this notion of
Walpole as critic of colonial expansion by exploring more fully what
voyages of discovery meant for Walpole in terms of his own survival as
a writer of romances. The Account of the Giants offers not only an origin
for the use of hieroglyphics in rewriting voyages of discovery. It also
dramatizes Walpole's fate as an author of romances involving giants. In
this way the Account of the Giants narrates how the author of The Castle of
Otranto became the author of the Hieroglyphic Tales.
^ Giants Vost-Otranto ^
In the Account of the Giants Walpole adopts the persona of a London
enthusiast who heartily welcomes the news of the giants by speculating
on all the ways in which they can be exploited. Through this narrative
persona, Walpole explores the influence of travel literature in shaping
metropolitan perceptions of discovered places and peoples. But
Walpole's Account of the Giants is important not only for its trenchant
critique of the imperialist agenda of enlightenment-inspired voyages of
Tim Fulford and Debbie Lee, "Mental Travelers: Joseph Banks, Mungo Park, and the
Romantic Imagination," Nineteenth.Centuiy Contexts 24 (2002), 117-37.
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discovery and of the complicity of travel narratives and journalism in
this process. Included in his list of those for whom the giants will be
objects of much promise and speculation are "writers of romance":
"Naturalists, Politicians, Divines, and Writers of Romance, have a new
field opened to them" (12). This inclusion of romance writers can been
read as Walpole's participation in a tradition of skepticism about the
veracity of traveler's reports: their presence gives the whole affair an air
of fiction.^^ But, at the same time, I would argue that adding romance
writers to the list is also indicative of his desire to investigate what
global discovery means for writers of romance and how they share the
field with the other parties mentioned. More particularly, Walpole
dramatizes what is at stake for a writer of romance who takes giants as
his subjects, as he does in The Castle of Otranto.
Walpole offers a less mediated insight into his way of thinking
about discoveries in space as literary possibilities in a letter to Lady
Ossory, written in 1782, describing his reaction to the discovery of
Uranus, a planet assumed to be 160 times bi^er than earth:
I have taken to astronomy, now the scale is enlarged enough
to satisfy my taste, who love gigantic ideas—do not be afraid;
I am not going to write a second part to the Castle of Otranto,
nor another account of the Patagonians who inhabit the new
Brobdingnag planet; though I do not believe that a world 160
times bi^er than ours, is inhabited by pygmies—they would
do very well for our page, the moon.^
In announcing his shift from global to cosmic discovery, Walpole makes
very clear what discovery means to the author—the possibility of ever
enlarged spaces, the ability to fantasize about gigantic ideas. Giants, it
also confirms, appeal to Walpole because of their size; they represent
the possibility of imagining things on a large scale. This taste for the
gigantic is in turn linked to literary productivity in the guise of "second
parts" and "other accounts," albeit ones he will not write. In his
enthusiasm for the gigantic, Walpole does not hesitate to mix fact and
fiction: his giants of Otranto mingle with the Patagonians of the Account
of the Giants and the Patagonians, in turn, occupy Swift's fictional
" See Lamb, Exploration and Exchange, 46-56.
'^Walpole to Lady Ossory, 5 November 1782, Correspondence, 33:364.
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experiment with the gigantic in Book II of Gulliver's Travels. "Another
account of the Patagonians who inhabit the New Brobdingnag planet"
also transfers the Patagonians to a space 160 times that of this earth,
significantly expanding the actual territory in which Byron discovered
them. Distinctions between the real and the imagined are sacrificed for
fantasies of enlarged space. This letter thus suggests that the presence
of writers of romance in she. Account of the Giants is not simply a means
of ridiculing the "scientific" discovery of creatures of myth and romance
(he himself does not make a sharp distinction between romance and
reality), but also a way to consider the consequences for a writer of
romance, particularly one so inspired by "gigantic ideas."
Because giants, for Walpole, are ways of embodying the link
between the literary imagination and space—^the large scale—^the fate of
giants, in h)is Account, becomes a way of thinking more abstractly about
the fate of space in the voyage of discovery. AU involved in the Account,
whether engaged in interested or disinterested pursuits, respond to the
thrill, not only of discovery, but of potential expansion—the idea of
enlarged space. Walpole dramatizes how this very enthusiasm leads to
its destruction. This happens literally in the colonizing and claiming of
the discovered land and giants. And it happens more symbohcally, but
equally powerfully, in the enclosing of the new territory and peoples in
European systems of knowledge.
These two means of destro3dng giants and the gigantic are evident
in the narrator's advice:
In short my good Friend, here is ample room for Speculation:
but I hope we shall go calmly and systematically to Work: that
we shall not exterminate these poor Monsters till we are fully
acquainted with their History, Laws, Opinions, Police, &c.
that we shall not convert them to Christianity, only to cut
their Throats afterwards; that Nobody wiU beg a Million of
Acres of Giant-Land, till we have determined what to do with
the present Occupiers. (30)
The term "systematical!/' conjures the kind of Linnaean approach, the
desire to classify namre into an orderly and exhaustive system, which,
according to Mary Louise Pratt, dominated travel and travel writing in
the second half of the eighteenth century. This "global classificatory
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project" extended to foreign cultures as well.^^ In Walpole's version the
list of categories used to systematically study the giants grows increas
ingly and absurdly Eurocentric ("History, Laws, Opinions, Police") and
thus conveys the results of such a drive to classify: the absorption of a
foreign culture into the European. Furthermore, becoming acquainted
with their history, laws, opinions, and police does not preclude their
extermination; in fact, it seems an essential part of it. What Walpole
suggests here is not only the complicity of those who take indigenous
populations as objects of study and those who wish to profit economi
cally and poHtically from them, but also the degree to which gathering
facts about the giants causes their extermination.
In attempting to establish the right order of discovery and sei2ure,
for the empirical to have its way before the imperial, the speaker
expresses his hope that "Nobody will beg a Million of Acres of GiantLand tiU we have determined what to do with the present Occupiers."
This "Nobod/' evokes the story of Ulysses' treachery; his negation of
his role in the blinding of the giant Cyclops haunts this passage with its
enactment of imperialism hiding behind scientific and scholarly
ambitions. "Nobod/' represents the abdication of responsibility for
destroying discovered cultures and the moral nullity of the imperial
claims. However, in light of the epistolary experiment performed several
years later in which, as discussed above, Walpole presents himself as
"Nobody," author of the "Spectator No. none," it is tempting to spy in
"Nobody" the signature of the author.
As "Nobody" in "Spectator No. none," Walpole presented a way
to recover a sense of boundlessness. In the passage from the Account,
"Nobody" appears just as the focus of the passage shifts from giants to
"giant-land." This pun—^it is both land of the giants and gigantic
land—neatly conveys the link between giants and notions of space.
"Nobody," this suggests,is Walpole's recognition of his own abdication
of responsibiUty in the extermination of the giants—or his acknowledg
ment of a shared interest in freeing the giant-land from its occupants.
The pun of giant-land is precisely the problem for Walpole; for giantland to be stimulating to the author's imagination and productive of an
abstract notion of the gigantic, it cannot be the land of the Patagonian
giants.
Mary Louise Pratt,ImperialEyes: TravelWritingandTransculturation (London: Roudedge, 1992),
27.
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Walpole makes more overt reference to himself in a passage in
which the narrator turns to giant poetry as an "object of inquiry." The
described benefits of giant poetry draw Walpole closer to the calcrJations of a self-interested culture, for which the narrator of the Account
is the spokesman:
Their poetry will be another Object of Inquiry, and if their
Minds are at aU in proportion to their Bodies; must abound in
the most lofty Images, in the true Sublime. Oh! If we could
come at an Heroic Poem penned by a Giant! We should see
other Images than our puny Writers of Romance have
conceived and a little different from the Cold Tale of a late
notable Author, who did not know better what to do with his
Giant than to make him grow till he shook his own Casde
about his own Ears. (30)
The naively literal connection between the size of the giants' minds and
the sublimity of their conceits is a crude version of Walpole's yoking of
"gigantic ideas" and increased literary output in the letter to Lady
Ossory cited earlier. The speaker's Uteral-minded objectification of the
notion of the sublime as the consequence of a giant mind is the result
not only of giants being "objects" of interest but also of giants actually
being discovered to exist. As is evident from the facetious description
of the sublime ending of Otranto ("who did not know better what to do
with his Giant than to make him grow till he shook his own Casde
about his own Ears"), Walpole is the "late notable Author." "Not
knowing better what to do with the giant than make him grow" again
reveals what Walpole likes to do with his giants, or why he is drawn to
the giant—the possibility of growth and of bursting through confining
spaces. The narrator's contempt for this use of the giant is indicative of
the very different uses to which the giants, now that they have been
discovered, will be put. By reminding the reader of his own interest in
giants with the reference to Otranto, Walpole hints at what the conse
quences of the actual discovery are for the author of a work Hke Otranto.
The obvious sense of "late" in the phrase "late notable author" is
"recent." However, it is hard not to read it as also meaning "deceased."
In this case, the passage seems to be announcing the symbolic death of
an author who finds sublimity in the giant.
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The satire of the passage does not fully mask the genuine longing
in the author's desire for "an Heroic poem penned by a giant." This
evocation of a genre considered the crowning achievement of poetry
and no longer possible in a modern age, suggests that "late" also
resonates with the sense of belated, of having arrived too late on the
literary scene, a feeling so prevalent among eighteenth-century authors.
What both symbolically kills the author and makes him feel part of a
belated generation of "puny romance writers," unable to measure up to
the literary giants of the past, is precisely the kind of cmde measure
ments taken in this passage of the mind of the giant, the objectification
of an idea—the gigantic—^into a measurable entity. The giant functions
as a means of gaining some access to "boundless realms of invention"
by virtue of violating a literary realism which, as many critics have
pointed out, was in part a result of the growth and popularity of the
sciences, particularly natural historyOnce giants become for Walpole,
with their discovery by Byron, the imagined "objects" of empirical
scrutiny they no longer offer a means of violating realism; they are
reduced to human scale, or as "Mrs.
" dismissively observes in the
Account, "pish. That is no Giant, it is only a well made Man." The
consequences for fiction writers of the giant's reduction to a state of
being "only a well made Man" are explored in the first of the Hieroglyphic
Tales, "A New Arabian Night's Entertainment." This tale was first
written, we are informed by the date on the manuscript, in August 1766,
just a month or two after xhs Account of the Giants?^
As mentioned above, in Tale I Walpole revisits and substantially
rewrites the frame story of the very popular and influential Arabian
Nights''Entertainments. Besides the major departure from the original in
the failure of the princess to entertain the emperor with enchanting
tales, there are other crucial ways in which Walpole's version falls short,
literally, not just of sEz Arabian Nights'Entertainmentshnt also of oriental
tales and romances more generally. Walpole's emperor is a giant.
However, his status as a giant is radically challenged by his height—^he
stands only a modest and unimpressive "five feet one inch in height"
(3). Walpole's failed giant seems post-Patagonian. The emperor/giant

For a discussion of Walpole's relationship to science and scientific methodologyin TheCastle
of Otranto, see John Bender, "Enlightenment Fiction and the Scientific Hypothesis,"
T.epresentaHons (>\ (1998): 6—28.
"Short Notes of the Life of Horatio Walpole," Comspondetue,13:47n323.
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is claimed to have a thorough knowledge of the human sciences ("his
sublime highness, whose emdition passes the sands of the sea, is too
well acquainted with aU human sciences to require information"). He is
thus also a kind of enlightenment giant—a contradiction in terms
mirrored in his being a short giant. The giant is destroyed in two ways
in this tale—not only by his veritable height but also by his death at the
hands of the non-storytelling Princess.
After lulling the emperor/giant to sleep with an account of the
conflicts in the Catholic Church, Princess Gronovia smothers him with
a piUow and takes his place, ordering a new husband to be delivered to
her every night. Not having the heart to kill them, she collects an
extensive harem. While clearly the ultimate betrayal of her Scheherazade
role is this failure to tell stories and the killing the emperor, she, like the
giant, does not measure up to heroines in romancein other ways as well.
Her real name is not Princess Gronovia but the far less romantic and
multisyllabic "Frow Grownow." Aspiring to the status of a character in
romance, she lengthened her name to the more stirring Princess
Gronovia. Her real name issues an imperative (grow now!) both suitable
for a "giant" of only five feet one and indicative of the namre of her
failure. Rather than exciting the giant's desire with tales—making him
grow—she lets him down. And, in the inability of one to grow and the
other to delight Walpole encodes the impotence of the romance writer.
Frow Grownow's short name and bourgeois origins are the result
of an ancestry which implicates voyages of discovery in this impotence.
Born in Holland, her "great grandfather...was a Dutch merchant, who
passed many years in Japan....He went thither to abjure his religion"
(5).^® The giant, unschooled in European geography, asks the Princess
where Holland is: "It was no where, replied the princess spritelily, tOl
my countrymen gained it from the sea" (4). To this the giant rightly
replies: "Indeed, moppet!.. .and pray who were your countrymen, before
you had any country?" (4—5). The Princess's riddling answer to the
question of Holland's whereabouts ("it was nowhere unldl my country
men gained it from the sea") grants Holland, a country reputed in the
late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries to be Europe's finest map-

Through Gronovk's grandfather, Walpole also claims a Swiftian parentage for the
Hiero^hic Taks, as his experiences in Japan (particularly the abjuring of his religion) are
reminiscent of what Gulliver experiences in Book III of Gulliver's Travels.
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maker, a Utopian provenance—nowhere.^' In locating a country so
famed for putting places on the map nowhere, Walpole exposes the
paradoxical logic of "discovery": the assumption that a place, before
being found byits discovers, must be lost or nowhere. Walpole, in other
words, treats Holland to the same logic that he considers informs
European voyages of discovery. As the word "gained" in Gronovia's
location of Holland suggests, her countrymen's discovery of Holland
was also its acquisition—a. fact elided by ignoring the origins of her
countrymen. This is exposed by the giant's question, "Pray who were
your countrymen before you had a country?"
Such results of discovery are more nakedly asserted in the Account
of the Giants as the narrator lay^ bare the logic of discovery:
In the mean Time, till we know something of the Matter, it is
to be hoped, that all Speculative Authors, who are so kind as
to govern the World through the Channel of the News
Papers, will turn their Thoughts to Plans for settling this new
acquired Country. 1 call it new acquired, because whoever
finds a Country, though Nobody has lost it, is from that
Instant entitled to take Possession of it for himself, or his
Sovereign. (22)
Walpole critiques the language of discovery by pointing out the para
doxical assumptions they seem to be founded upon. To find a country,
as he points out, assumes it was lost. The figure of "Nobody" embodies
the irrelevance for the discoverers of those who might occupy the land
already, just as "nowhere" above indicates Gronovia's countrymen's
indifference to its history pre-discovery. "Nobod/' in this passage from
Account, unlike in the earlier cited lines plotting the extermination of
the giants, represents the claims of the discovered, not the discoverers.
But what both uses share is the transformation of a cipher into an
exposure of the true nature of the voyage of discovery. Walpole in this
tale, as in the passage from the Account, reasserts the claims of the
negated. In other words. Tale 1 does not just reflect the logic of
discovery, it performs it. This has the effect of returning the discovered.

"See BenjaminSchmidt, "The GiobalProject of Dutch Geography, circa 1700," in TheGlobal
Eei^hteentb CenUtry^ ed. Felicity A. Nussbaum (Baltimore:Johns Hopl^s University Press, 2003),
21-37.
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Holland, into the undiscovered. Walpole turns acquisition into
loss—both to surest the effect of discovery—the absorption of the
place into the world of the discoverer—and to return it to the imagina
tion, a realm of the undiscovered.
^ Conclusion ^
In the Hiero^phic Tales Walpole expresses his imagination in the failure
of these tales to be oriental tales or romances and in the botched
commercial and/or scientific voyages upon which his peregrine heroes
and heroines embark. This is a strategy of negation that both asserts the
impossibility of tale telling in an age of discovery and discovers new
creative possibilities in the negative. These tales, particularly when read
in the context of the Account of the Giants, very intriguingly suggest that
the imagination requires an idea of space and that the fictional imagina
tion and the imperial imagination thrill to the same possibility of
expansion. But the latter, with its tendency to discover and ac
quire—^whether through political annexation, trade, or the collection of
specimens—renders the places discovered unfit for the literary
imagination, at least as Walpole conceives of it. Giants who had served
as ways of exploring unbounded space, of breaking through the circum
scribed spaces of literary realism, no longer afford this possibility when
found to actually inhabit a landmass and be un-sublimely measurable.
Hieroglyphics, a lost language and thus one that says nothing, becomes
a new way of discovering an unconquerable space.
In his manuscript of the Hieroglyphic Tales, Walpole made the
following marginal comment: "The merit of an Hieroglyphic Tale
consists of its being written extempore and without any plan.'"^" In
arguing that Walpole designed these Tales in order to rescue the literary
imagination from the spatial, linguistic, and imaginative limitations
threatened by the mid- to late eighteenth-century voyages of discovery,
I have not sought to rob them of their serendipitous charms. Some
times, as revealed by the eventual decoding of Egyptian hieroglyphics
in the early nineteenth century, nothing increases a sense of wonder
more than decipherment.

" As dted by Mack, The Castle of Otranto and Hieroglyphic Tales, 149n.

